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Chapter 2706 
Not long after Yihe Yaohuang left, a royal city guard rushed in from the main 

hall! 

“King Li, Sect Master Hu of the Jade Cauldron Sect seeks an audience,” 

the guard said. 

“Hu Yixiao? This guy just left, why did he come here at night?” 

Li Wang was full of doubts! 

Although he was puzzled, Jade Cauldron Sect had just formed an alliance with 

them in Mingli King City, and Hu Yixiao had refined a lot of pills for them, so 

King Li couldn’t be too negligent! 

“Go and invite Hu Zongzhu in…” 

Li Wang ordered! 

Soon, Hu Yixiao was invited into the main hall. When King Li saw Hu Yixiao’s 

distressed appearance, he immediately expressed surprise, “Sect Master Hu, 

what’s wrong with you? How did you become like this?” Hu Yixiao was covered 

in tatters 



. , this was caused by a fight, but at that time, Hu Yixiao only cared about 

leaving quickly, how could Hu Yixiao have time to change clothes! 

“King Li, please help me…” 

Hu Yixiao said with a miserable face. 

“Sect Master Hu, don’t worry, speak slowly if you have something to say…” 

King Li hurriedly asked Hu Yixiao to sit down and speak slowly! 

Hu Yixiao sat down, took a sip of water, took a little breath, and then told King 

Li about the current changes in the Jade Cauldron School! 

When King Li heard that the Second Elder had forbeared for many years, he 

had colluded with Moxiu and captured the Jade Cauldron Sect, he was also 

very surprised! 

“Sect Master Hu, although it’s wrong for the second elder to take your 

position as suzerain, but after all, this is an internal struggle within your Jade 

Cauldron Sect, so it’s not easy for me to intervene?” King Li said after a 

moment of contemplation 

! 

King Li said this in order to allow Hu Yixiao to exsanguine his blood and bring 

out more benefits! 

“King Li, although our Jade Cauldron Sect has reached a cooperation with your 

Mingli King City, it’s just a contract between me and you.” 

“Now that the second elder is the suzerain, do you think he still recognizes it? 

If the second elder uses the Jade Cauldron to cooperate with Moxiu and give 

up your Mingli King City, King Li will be worried in the future!” “Once Moxiu 

grows 



up Get up, your living space will be compressed, and your resources will be 

robbed by demon cultivators.” “ 

But if King Li can help me take back Jade Cauldron Sect, then my Jade 

Cauldron Sect will definitely only be clear for you in the future.” Wangcheng 

service, all the high-end pills will be given to you without reservation!” 

Hu Yixiao also understands that in the society of the Heavenly Human World, 

there are only benefits but no friends, and if there are no benefits, no one will 

help you! 

That’s why he promised King Li so that King Li could help him take back the 

Jade Cauldron Sect! 

Hearing Hu Yixiao’s words, King Li frowned slightly, thought for a moment and 

said, “Okay, I can help you take back the Jade Cauldron Sect. It’s not difficult, 

but you need to wait a few days. Sect Master Hu will stay with me for a few 

days , you are absolutely safe here.” 

“Why does King Li wait? We should take advantage of the fact that the Second 

Elder’s foundation is not stable, and take action directly. This is the best time.” 

Hu Yixiao didn’t understand why King Li had to wait . ! 

“To be honest, Gouzi is going to hold a wedding in the next few days, so we 

need to wait for a few days.” 

Li Wang said truthfully! 

He couldn’t help Hu Yixiao take back the Jade Cauldron Sect when his son was 

holding a wedding, could he? 

When Hu Yixiao heard this, he understood instantly, and hurriedly said, 

“Congratulations to King Li. If that’s the case, then wait for a few days. When 

the Jade Cauldron Sect is regained, I will definitely send you an extremely 

precious congratulatory gift.” “At that 



time I will also personally refine a blessing pill and give it to King Li’s son, as 

long as he eats this blessing pill, he will definitely give birth to a fat boy.” 

Hearing this, 

King Li immediately became interested and his face was full of joy He said, 

“Hahaha, then I will thank Sect Master Hu in advance. Don’t worry, the matter 

of recapturing the Jade Cauldron Sect is on my shoulders. I will send some 

subordinates casually, and I will definitely be able to help you recapture the 

Jade Cauldron Sect!” 

Upon hearing this, Hu Yixiao nodded in satisfaction and finally had a smile on 

his face. 

Chapter 2707 
Early the next morning! 

David came out of the room. Many disciples of Jade Cauldron Sect greeted 

David enthusiastically. After all, it was thanks to David that Jade Cauldron Sect 

was able to escape this time. 

In addition, David killed Zhe Yan yesterday by relying on his state of the early 

stage of the Fusion Realm, and even beat the Second Elder so helplessly, all 

these deeply stimulated these disciples of the Jade Cauldron Sect! 

You must know that in this world of heaven and man, the strong are 

respected, as long as you are strong, you will be respected by people! 

David also enthusiastically greeted those disciples of the Jade Cauldron Sect. 

Today, David seems to have integrated into the Jade Cauldron Sect, and he 

himself has become a part of it! 

When he came to Liu Ruyan’s room, David wanted to talk to Liu Ruyan, and 

then bid farewell to Jade Cauldron Sect. As for the matter of the Tibetan 

Medicine Pavilion, David had also thought about it. Those were the Jade 



Cauldron Sect’s resources, although David really wanted to own it, but now 

that Liu Ruyan became the suzerain, David couldn’t just search for all the Jade 

Cauldron Sect’s wealth! 

Knocking on the door, Liu Ruyan’s voice rang out, “Who is it? Come in…” 

David pushed the door and walked in, and found Liu Ruyan sitting on a chair 

with a little red on his face, obviously It’s because yesterday’s Hehuan San 

hasn’t completely dissipated from Liu Ruyan’s body! 

Seeing that it was David, Liu Ruyan’s face turned even redder instantly, and 

she explained with a little embarrassment, “David, last night…I didn’t do 

anything last night, did I? I don’t know what happened, I suddenly lost control, 

no I know what I’m doing now.” 

“Oh, it’s okay, you didn’t do anything last night!” 

David said with a faint smile! 

“Then you came to see me so early, what’s the matter?” 

Liu Ruyan asked! 

“I’m here to say goodbye to you. I have some important matters to attend to, 

so I have to leave!” 

David said bluntly! 

“What’s the matter? Can I help you? All the disciples of my Jade Cauldron Sect 

can be ordered by you.” 

Liu Ruyan asked with great concern! 

“No, you can’t help.” David shook his head with a smile! Liu Ruyan was silent 

for a moment, then plucked up her courage and said, “David, will you come 

back 



after you leave?” 

The suzerain, including myself…” 

Liu Ruyan was still trying her best to win over David, she hoped that David 

could stay! 

At this time, Liu Ruyan’s eyes were full of affection! 

This time, Liu Ruyan sincerely hopes that David can stay. She is not using 

David’s strength, but she really likes David! 

Speaking of Liu Ruyan’s dedication in the past, including the promise of many 

benefits to David, it was for David to help him regain the Jade Cauldron Sect! 

But now that the Jade Cauldron Sect has regained it, and Liu Ruyan is begging 

David to stay, that is the real feeling! 

During this time, Liu Ruyan was deeply impressed by David and fell in love 

with David. She was willing to hand over the Jade Cauldron School to David 

for David’s sake! 

However, Liu Ruyan knew that her proposal might not be very attractive to 

David. After all, she was so active last night and used He Huan San to win 

David! 

“Miss Liu, if I have time, I will definitely come back, and if there is any difficulty 

in the Jade Cauldron School, you can call me at any time! 

” Let it go, so you have to beware of him.” 

“I made some simple sound transmission jade slips, if there is any danger to 

the Jade Cauldron Sect, you can find me at any time!” 

David handed over the sound transmission jade slips he made. Give it to 

Ruyan Liu! 



Liu Ruyan held the sound transmission jade slip made by David, tears were 

rolling in her eyes! 

Chapter 2708 
“Here, this is the token of my Jade Cauldron Sect. This token is the only one. 

Those who have this token can exercise the same rights as the suzerain.” “ 

If you want to return to the Jade Cauldron Sect, you can come back at any 

time. Jade Cauldron Sect welcomes you at any time, and I will always wait for 

you…” 

David took the token, and when the two held hands, Liu Ruyan didn’t let go 

for a long time, she was feeling the temperature in David’s hand! 

At this moment, David also became a little dazed. If he let a girl wait for him 

for the rest of his life, David would feel guilty in his heart! 

But now David has too many things to do, it is impossible to wait for 

Yudingzong for a long time, and it is impossible to give Liu Ruyan happiness! 

In this heaven-human world, it is difficult for David to protect himself. If he 

really combines with Liu Ruyan, then Liu Ruyan will be in danger. David can’t 

be so selfish! 

David struggled to break free from Liu Ruyan’s hand, and then put the 

exquisite token into his pocket! 

Just as David and Liu Ruyan let go of their hands, the third elder walked in! 

Seeing Liu Ruyan’s smiling face, Pei Hong, the third elder hurriedly smiled and 

said, “Sorry, I went wrong…” The 

third elder thought that David was having a romantic relationship with Liu 

Ruyan, and was afraid of disturbing the two of them! 



“Third Elder, what’s the matter with you?” 

Just as the Third Elder was about to go out, Liu Ruyan stopped him! 

“Sovereign, I just came here to inform you that you just took the position of 

suzerain, and you should hold a meeting with the senior management of Jade 

Cauldron Sect on this first day,” 

said the third elder! 

“Oh, I see!” Liu Ruyan nodded! 

“Mr. Chen can also participate. Now Mr. Chen’s status in our Jade Cauldron 

Sect is higher than that of my elder.” The 

third elder looked at David and said! 

“I won’t participate, I’m leaving.” 

David said with a smile! 

“Mr. Chen is leaving?” The third elder was taken aback for a moment, and then 

asked in a puzzled way, “Why is Mr. Chen leaving in such a hurry? We still have 

the Tibetan Medicine Pavilion that has not been opened. If Mr. Chen needs it, I 

can open it for you at any time. “ 

“No, wait until it’s almost time. I’m visiting your Tibetan Medicine Pavilion.” “ 

I have a few friends who have been separated from me for a long time, and 

now there is no news at all. I need to find them as soon as possible.” 

David replied! 

“Then does Mr. Chen know where your friend is?” 

asked the third elder. 



David shook his head! 

The third elder frowned, “I don’t know where it is, so it’s hard to find it. The 

world of heaven and man is so vast. I have been in Jade Cauldron Sect for 

decades, but I have never known all the places in the world of heaven and 

man.” “ 

I I just heard that the north and south poles of the world of heaven and man 

are separated by hundreds of thousands of kilometers. There are countless 

sects, towns, and even imperial cities. If you don’t know where your friends 

are, it may be difficult to find them. “ 

After hearing this, David couldn’t help sighing, the world of heaven and earth 

is indeed too big, and it is indeed too difficult to find Sonya and the others, 

but even if it is difficult, David will not give up! 

“Even if it’s the ends of the earth, I still want to find them…” 

David’s eyes were full of determination! 

Seeing David like that, Liu Ruyan seemed to feel something, so he asked, “Is 

the friend you mentioned your girlfriend?” 

David glanced at Liu Ruyan, didn’t speak, just nodded slightly! 

“No wonder you didn’t stay, so you were looking for your girlfriend.” 

“But I will obey what I said, and I will wait for you forever…” 

Liu Ruyan said with firm eyes! 

David didn’t dare to look into Liu Ruyan’s eyes, he was afraid that his heart 

would soften, so he couldn’t bear to leave! 

“Okay, I should go too. If you have anything, you can come to me anytime!” 



After David finished speaking, he turned around and left the room. He didn’t 

dare to stay too long! 

And Liu Ruyan looked at David’s back, and muttered to himself, “David, I will 

always wait for you…” The 

third elder looked at Liu Ruyan’s appearance, and could only sigh, shook his 

head and left. 

 


